To find the unknown and hidden pattern from large amount of data of insurance organizations. There are strong customer base required with the help of large database. Cluster Analysis is an excellent statistical tool for a large and multivariate database. The clusters analysis with K-Means method may be used to develop the model which is useful to find the relationship in a database. In this paper, consider the data of LIC customer, the seeds are the first three customers then compute the distance from cluster using the attributes of customers with the help of Clustering with K-Means method.
INTRODUCTION
Cluster analyses have a wide use due to increase the amount of data .k-means method is a technique for analysis. The aim of cluster analysis is to find the optimal division of m entities into n cluster of K-means cluster analysis is eg. Insurance Policy System. The data is taken from the Life Insurance Corporation of India. Through the cluster analysis method is that grouped the data objects into cluster based on method to represents the same type of data objects as well as according to requirements of application while data-based methods represent actual structure of data by representing the similar data objects together. Clustering methods as an optimization problem try to find the approximate or local optimum solution. The advantage of the cluster likewise in a medical science, when a doctor take three or two people in a group they show their symptoms and they find out their disease. When they know the symptoms of various diseases by such type of analysis of people's symptoms and when another person come to doctor show the symptoms, the doctor tell him straight forward the name of disease. In this case they need not to check the person because of analysis.
In this paper, the aim to find out any interesting group of the persons who wants to take policy based on some conditions according to the policy or who satisfy their needs. Therefore through cluster analysis using K-Means method, find out the group of persons who belongs to same criteria which is affordable the premium of policy and satisfy with the other benefits. Consider the data about the Life Insurance Corporation in which we consider first three people as the three seeds (named as S1, S2, and S3 customers) for finding out the cluster using K-Means method. Compute the distance using the attributes and use sum of differences. Based on these distance each person is allocated to nearest cluster. Now compare the cluster means with original seeds use the new cluster means to recompute the distance. When the cluster shows that the cluster have not change specify them as the final cluster.
RELATED WORK
Nowadays clustering techniques have wide use to group the data in to same type of objects. K-means is a technique for clustering analysis using above said techniques. Give an analysis of crop yield record by Weka Interface [1], they also included analysis of rice data after demonstration via Weka Interface .A concept based clustering approach find genes and proteins that have a similar functionality has been given in [2] . A voice activity detection algorithm based on spectral clustering methods which divides the input signal into two clusters.ie speech presence and absence frames. Using these data clusters, they apply Laplacion and Gaussian models to compute the ratio needed for voice activity detection has been proposed in [3] . A solution through algorithm for the problem of finding a partition maximizing the modularity of a given graph can be reduced to a minimum weighted cut problem on a complete graph with the same vertices has been given in [4] formulation of co-clustering as a constrained multi-linear decomposition with sparse latent factors has been given in [5] . A comparison of neighborhood constrained clustering algorithm and advance spectral spatial clustering algorithms has been given in [6] . An innovative probabilistic clustering concept for aggregate modeling of wind farms has been proposed in [7] .
The importance and significance of data mining techniques and discussed management tools for customer relationship management through finding the hidden information for a insurance company has been given in [8] . An algorithm [9] for building decision model for insurance with health and wealth of investment.Seenario discovery methods which use statistical data mining algorithm and they identify that assumptions and system conditions that are affected the cost in [10] . Cluster analysis is present in [11] to analyse the things for designing the catalogue and cluster's consumption preference. An investigation is given [12] the functionalities which are according to need of consumers and wants to take an insurance product by extracting pattern of knowledge. Comparisons of three systems such as cover story explore and KDW has been given [13] . A survey for review the methods for discovery of domain -specific query form is given [14] .Importance and significance of data mining technique and discussed about the tools which help to make a good customer relationship management for insurance company in [15] . Theoretical framework for studying e-business value is given [16] .Survey of ambient intelligent with its applications has been discussed in [17] .
There are a wide use and importance of clustering techniques using K-Means methods, we use these techniques on the Life Insurance Policy System. In this paper, there are consider the data of Life Insurance Policy System in which the attributes are the age and the three policy premium. First three people as the three seeds (named as S1, S2, and S3 customers). We analyze the distance from cluster and compare the cluster mean of cluster with the original seed by clustering analysis using K-Means method. According to distance, each customer is allocated to nearest cluster. Compare the cluster means with original seeds use the new cluster means to recompute the distance. When the cluster shows that the cluster have not change specifically them as the final cluster.
ANALYSIS OF CLUSTER The K-Means Method
Consider the Data about LIC customer in given table. The only attributes are the age and the three policy premium. From the K-Means Method we find the cluster (C1) have three customers named S1, S2, S10 which are the satisfy with all the benefits, terms and conditions of cluster (C1). If requirements of any customer same as the S1, S2, S10 then we allocated the cluster C1. Cluster C2, C3 allocated as the cluster C1.
CONCLUSIONS:
The increasing demand of information, which will help to policy makers for making strong customer relationship and good image in mind of customers. Clustering analysis with Kmeans method may set a path towards make a good relationship between customers and insurance policy organization and provide the customers satisfaction also. If customers are increased in any policy system then organization or company will also grow. In this paper, find out the mean distance of clusters on the basis customer attributes with the help of analysis of clustering. Through which, such customer have same requirements then allocate the nearest cluster. For future direction, other techniques of statistical analysis tool may be used to find out the distance between same clusters with help customer attributes. 
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